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Stephen King is Richard Bachman by Michael R.
Collings. This is the whole story of how Stephen
King s Richard Bachman came to life, and when
King finally had to give up the ghost and come forth
with the truth that he was writing under the
pseudonym of Richard Bachman. This of course
came about when the fifth novel, Thinner, was
released and a reader discovered King s
pseudonym. Now Michael Collings takes us from the
beginnings of this unusual fiction side-show of
Stephen King s body of work, to what we thought
would be the last Bachman release, The Regulators.
Updated and completely revised with new
information and Richard Bachman releases since it s
original publication almost twenty-five years ago.
Chapters Featured: A History for Richard Bachman.
Genre, Theme, and Image in Richard Bachman.
Rage. The Long Walk. Roadwork. The Running
Man. Thinner. Regulators... and Desperation. PipeDreams and Possibilities. Original cover art
commisioned by Erik Wilson. Profusely illustrated
with 56 covers of Bachman books from around the
world.
Three skeletons have a good time on their sailing
vacation, until their boat is boarded by pirates.
Michael Williams, in Melbourne’s The Age, wrote of
this award-winning, dazzling debut collection, “By
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turns horrific and beautiful . . . Humanity at its most
fractured and desolate . . . Often moving, frequently
surprising, even blackly funny . . . Things We Didn’t
See Coming is terrific.” This is just one of the many
rave reviews that appeared on the Australian
publication of these nine connected stories set in a
not-too-distant dystopian future in a landscape at
once utterly fantastic and disturbingly familiar. Richly
imagined, dark, and darkly comic, the stories follow
the narrator over three decades as he tries to survive
in a world that is becoming increasingly savage as
cataclysmic events unfold one after another. In the
first story, “What We Know Now”—set in the eve of
the millennium, when the world as we know it is still
recognizable—we meet the then-nine-year-old
narrator fleeing the city with his parents, just ahead
of a Y2K breakdown. The remaining stories capture
the strange—sometimes heartbreaking, sometimes
funny—circumstances he encounters in the no-longersimple act of survival; trying to protect squatters
against floods in a place where the rain never stops,
being harassed (and possibly infected) by a man
sick with a virulent flu, enduring a job interview with
an unstable assessor who has access to all his
thoughts, taking the gravely ill on adventure tours.
But we see in each story that, despite the violence
and brutality of his days, the narrator retains a hold
on his essential humanity—and humor. Things We
Didn’t See Coming is haunting, restrained, and
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beautifully crafted—a stunning debut.
Stephen King's legendary debut, the bestselling
smash hit that put him on the map as one of
America's favorite writers "Gory and horrifying. . . .
You can't put it down." —Chicago Tribune Unpopular
at school and subjected to her mother's religious
fanaticism at home, Carrie White does not have it
easy. But while she may be picked on by her
classmates, she has a gift she's kept secret since
she was a little girl: she can move things with her
mind. Doors lock. Candles fall. Her ability has been
both a power and a problem. And when she finds
herself the recipient of a sudden act of kindness,
Carrie feels like she's finally been given a chance to
be normal. She hopes that the nightmare of her
classmates' vicious taunts is over . . . but an
unexpected and cruel prank turns her gift into a
weapon of horror so destructive that the town may
never recover.
New! Titles include "Desperation" by Stephen King
and "The Regulators" by Richard Bachman.
For use in schools and libraries only. After an old
gypsy woman is killed by his car, lawyer Billy Halleck
is stricken with a flesh-wasting malady and must
undertake a nightmarish journey to confront the
forces of death.
Stephen King Dollar Baby: The Book by Anthony
Northrup In the late 1970s, Stephen King had the
idea of selling his short stories for ONE DOLLAR
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and a contract to let young filmmakers make their
own films based on his works. After King’s approval,
these films were only available for viewing at film
festivals around the world. For the last forty-plus
years and over hundreds of films made, The Dollar
Baby program has made a serious impact not only
on the Stephen King world, but the film industry
itself. Unfortunately, for Stephen King fans, unless
you attended these film festivals, you basically would
never be able to see them. In fact, most Stephen
King fans have never even heard of the Dollar Baby
program. Well, that’s where I come in. I have been
interviewing Dollar Baby filmmakers and reviewing
their films for eight years. During that time, not only
have I also hosted two Dollar Baby Film fests at
Crypticon Horror Con in Minnesota, but I also built a
trust, a bond, and a friendship with all of the Dollar
Baby community. As a major Stephen King fan, I
decided it was time to pull the curtain back and show
the fans just what they have been missing. In this
book, readers will learn all about the Dollar Baby
program, fun facts, trivia, personal stories from the
fans themselves, special guests contributors,
essays, Where Are They Now?, 55 exclusive
interviews with the Dollar Baby filmmakers and
reviews of their films, and a whole lot more! I cover
every possible angle of the Dollar Baby program and
it’s all here to enjoy! So, sit back, relax, and get
ready to go behind the exclusive curtain and prepare
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yourselves to enter...Stephen King Dollar Baby: The
Book!
"With an Introduction by the author, 'The Importance
of Being Bachman'."
This is the whole story of how Stephen King's
Richard Bachman came to life, and when King finally
had to "give up the ghost" and come forth with the
truth - that he was writing under the pseudonym of
Richard Bachman. This of course came about when
the fifth novel, "Thinner," was released and a reader
discovered King's pseudonym. Now Michael Collings
takes us from the beginnings of this unusual fiction
side show of Stephen King's body of work, to what
we understand will be the last Bachman release,
"The Regulators." Or will it? Updated and completely
revised with new information and Richard Bachman
releases since it's original publication almost 20
years ago. Chapters Featured: A History for Richard
Bachman; Genre, Theme, and Image in Richard
Bachman; Rage ; The Long Walk ; Roadwork ; The
Running Man ; Thinner ; Regulators and Desperation
; Pipe-Dreams and Possibilities.
Renegade dragon hunter Dorn hates dragons with a
passion few can believe, let alone match. He has
devoted his entire life - a life spent in the twisted
body of a half-golem - to killing every dragon he can
find. You might feel the same way if one of them had
killed your entire family in front of your eyes, bitten
you in half, and left you for dead. Killing one dragon
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at a time is hard enough, but when the irresistible
impluse to slip into feral madness begins to
overcome ont one, but every dragon all across
Faerûn, civilization's only hope may lie in the last
alliance Dorn and his fellow dragon hunters would
ever accept. No matter what happens, the next year
is going to be a difficult one for Dorn, and for Faerûn
itself. The Year of Rogue Dragons has come...
Teaching Stephen King critically examines the works
of Stephen King and several ways King can be
incorporated into the high school and college
classroom. The section on Variations on Horror
Tropes includes chapters on the vampire, the
werewolf, the undead monster, and the ghost. The
section on Real Life Horror includes chapters on
King's school shooting novella Rage, sexual
violence, and coming of age narratives. Finally, the
section on Playing with Publishing includes chapters
on serial publishing and The Green Mile, e-books,
and graphic novels.
Four of Richard Bachman's eerie works are gathered
here in a posthumous edition. They are Rage, a
story of stunning psychological horror about an
"estra" ordinary high school student; "The Long
Walk", a contest with death; "Roadwork, a strange
variation on the theme of "Home Sweet Home"; and
"The Running Man", where you bet your life--literally.
First published by New American Library in 1984.
“Immediate, intense, gripping, taut, terrifying,
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moving, and brilliant.” —Lisa Jewell, #1 New York
Times bestselling author of Invisible Girl A woman
being held captive is willing to risk everything to save
herself, her unborn child, and her captor’s latest
victim in this claustrophobic thriller in the tradition of
Misery and Room. On an isolated farm in the United
Kingdom, a woman is trapped by the monster who
kidnapped her seven years ago. When she
discovers she is pregnant, she resolves to protect
her child no matter the cost, and starts to
meticulously plan her escape. But when another
woman is brought into the fold on the farm, her plans
go awry. Can she save herself, her child, and this
innocent woman at the same time? Or is she
doomed to spend the remainder of her life captive on
this farm? Intense, dark, and utterly gripping The
Last Thing to Burn is a breathtaking thriller from an
author to watch.
Under the onslaught of supernatural evil, the acts of
good people can seem insignificant, but a
courageous few stand apart. These brave men and
women stand up to the darkness, stare it right in the
eye, and give it the finger. These are the stories of
those who rage against the night, stories of triumph,
sacrifice, and bravery in the face of overwhelming
evil. Rage Against the Night features the megastars
of dark fantasy and horror-including Stephen King,
Ramsey Campbell, Peter Straub, Chelsea Quinn
Yarbro, F. Paul Wilson, Jonathan Maberry, Scott
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Nicholson, Nancy Holder, Sarah Langan, and many,
many more. All proceeds will be donated to Rocky
Wood, author and President of the Horror Writers
Association, who is battling motor neurone disease.
The Bachman BooksFour Early NovelsStephen King
Is Richard Bachman
On the isolated roads of the American highway... terror
rides on 18 wheels. Acclaimed novelist/Eisner-winning
graphic novelist Joe Hill collaborated with his father,
Stephen King, in Throttle, for the first time on a tale that
paid tribute to Richard Matheson's classic tale, Duel. In
Road Rage, both stories are adapted into comic book
form with an introduction by Joe Hill and Stephen King.
A deadly biochemical virus called Captain Trips kills
nearly everyone it infects, and the individuals who
survive the virus are sought by the government that
engineered it.
The clues to a series of remorseless killings go up in
smoke—and only Kay Scarpetta can find them in this #1
New York Times bestseller from Patricia Cornwell.
“Sears its way into the psyche…Ablaze with Cornwell’s
finest, scariest writing.”—Atlanta Journal Constitution The
devastating fire tore through the horse farm, destroying
everything it touched. Picking through the wreckage, Dr.
Kay Scarpetta uncovers human remains—the work of an
audacious and wily killer who uses fire to mask his brutal
murders. And when Scarpetta learns that her old
nemesis, Carrie Grethen, has escaped from a hospital
for the criminally insane and is somehow involved, the
investigation becomes personal. Tragedy strikes close to
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home. And Scarpetta must match Grethen’s every move
with one of her own to douse the inferno of evil that
threatens everyone around her... Includes an
Introduction by the Author
Originally published: New York: New American Library,
1981.
Four novellas from Stephen King bound together by the
changing of seasons, each taking on the theme of a
journey with strikingly different tones and characters.
This gripping collection begins with "Rita Hayworth and
the Shawshank Redemption," in which an unjustly
imprisoned convict seeks a strange and startling
revenge--the basis for the Best Picture Academy Awardnominee The Shawshank Redemption. Next is "Apt
Pupil," the inspiration for the film of the same name
about top high school student Todd Bowden and his
obsession with the dark and deadly past of an older man
in town. In "The Body," four rambunctious young boys
plunge through the facade of a small town and come
face-to-face with life, death, and intimations of their own
mortality. This novella became the movie Stand By Me.
Finally, a disgraced woman is determined to triumph
over death in "The Breathing Method."--Provided by
publisher.
Acclaimed novelist/Eisner-winning graphic novelist Joe
Hill collaborated with his father, Stephen King, for the
first time on "Throttle," a story that paid tribute to Richard
Matheson's classic tale, "Duel." In Road Rage, both
stories are adapted to the comic-book form by writer
Chris Ryall with artists Nelson Daniel and Rafa Garres.
After an almost fatal car crash, novelist Paul Sheldon
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finds himself being nursed by a deranged fan who holds
him captive.
It’s the twenty-first century and the ugliness of war no
longer exists, except on a very personal level.
Nowadays, people like Marcello Polletti, seller of Roman
sunsets, and Caroline Meredith, lithe, beautiful, blond,
and backed by corporate sponsors and the Roy Bell
Dancers, hunt, chase, and kill one another for sport and
for the entertainment of the masses—until something
oddly like personal human feelings pops up to confuse
the players and up the stakes as each of them seeks to
kill a tenth victim and rise in the ranks of the hunters.
From the very beginning of his career, Robert Sheckley
was recognized by fans, reviewers, and fellow authors as
a master storyteller and the wittiest satirist working in the
science fiction field. Open Road is proud to republish his
acclaimed body of work, with nearly thirty volumes of fulllength fiction and short story collections. Rediscover, or
discover for the first time, a master of science fiction
who, according to the New York Times, was “a
precursor to Douglas Adams.”

From the fury of the Punic Wars to the icy waters of
Dunkirk, relive 5,000 years of world-changing
combat with this guide to the most famous battles in
history, including a foreword from TV presenter and
historian Sir Tony Robinson. This military history
book takes you on a journey through the battlefields
of history, from the ancient world to the American
Civil War, World War 1, World War 2, the Cold War,
and beyond. Maps, paintings, and photographs
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reveal the stories behind more than 90 of the most
important battles ever to take place, and show how
fateful decisions led to glorious victories and
crushing defeats. From medieval battles and great
naval battles to the era of high-tech air battles, key
campaigns are illustrated and analysed in detail - the
weapons, the soldiers, and the military strategy.
Famous military leaders are profiled, including
Alexander the Great, Napoleon, and Rommel, and
crucial arms, armour, and equipment are explained.
Whether at Marathon, Agincourt, Gettysburg, or
Stalingrad, Battles that Changed History takes you
into the thick of combat and shows how kingdoms
and empires have been won and lost on the
battlefield.
Signed by Michael Collings in a short printing. This
edition includes full-color covers from around the
world featured on this limited editions endsheets (not
featured in the trade edition). Stephen King is
Richard Bachman by Michael R. Collings. This is the
whole story of how Stephen Kings Richard Bachman
came to life, and when King finally had to give up the
ghost and come forth with the truth that he was
writing under the pseudonym of Richard Bachman.
This of course came about when the fifth novel,
THINNER, was released and a reader discovered
Kings pseudonym. Now Michael Collings takes us
from the beginnings of this unusual fiction side-show
of Stephen King s body of work, to what we thought
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would be the last Bachman release, THE
REGULATORS. Updated and completely revised
with new information and Richard Bachman releases
since it s original publication almost twenty-five years
ago. Chapters Featured: A History for Richard
Bachman. Genre, Theme, and Image in Richard
Bachman. RAGE. THE LONG WALK. ROADWORK.
THE RUNNING MAN. THINNER. REGULATORS...
and DESPERATION. Pipe-Dreams and Possibilities.
Original cover art commisioned by Erik Wilson.
Profusely illustrated with covers of Bachman books
from around the world.
This compelling account concludes Nobel
Prize–winner Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’s literary
memoirs of his years in the West after his forced
exile from the USSR following the publication of The
Gulag Archipelago. The book reflects both the pain
of separation from his Russian homeland and the
chasm of miscomprehension between him and
Western opinion makers. In Between Two
Millstones, Solzhenitsyn likens his position to that of
a grain that becomes lodged between two massive
stones, each grinding away—the Soviet Communist
power with its propaganda machine on the one hand
and the Western establishment with its mainstream
media on the other. Book 2 picks up the story of
Solzhenitsyn’s remarkable life after the raucous
publicity over his 1978 Harvard Address has died
down. The author parries attacks from the Soviet
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state (and its many fellow-travelers in the Western
press) as well as from recent émigrés who,
according to Solzhenitsyn, defame Russian culture,
history, and religion. He shares his unvarnished view
of several infamous episodes, such as a sabotaged
meeting with Ronald Reagan, aborted Senate
hearings regarding Radio Liberty, and Gorbachev’s
protracted refusal to allow The Gulag Archipelago to
be published back home. There is also a captivating
chapter detailing his trips to Japan, Taiwan, and
Great Britain, including meetings with Margaret
Thatcher and Prince Charles and Princess Diana.
Meanwhile, the central themes of Book 1 course
through this volume, too—the immense artistic
quandary of fashioning The Red Wheel, staunch
Western hostility to the historical and future Russia
(and how much can, or should, the author do about
it), and the challenges of raising his three sons in the
language and spirit of Russia while cut off from the
homeland in a remote corner of rural New England.
The book concludes in 1994, as Solzhenitsyn bids
farewell to the West in a valedictory series of
speeches and meetings with world leaders, including
John Paul II, and prepares at last to return home
with his beloved wife Natalia, full of misgivings about
what use he can be in the first chaotic years of postCommunist Russia, but never wavering in his
conviction that, in the long run, his books would
speak, influence, and convince. This vibrant, faithful,
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and long-awaited first English translation of Between
Two Millstones, Book 2, will fascinate Solzhenitsyn's
many admirers, as well as those interested in
twentieth-century history, Russian history, and
literature in general.
Master storyteller Stephen King presents the classic
“wondrously frightening” (Publishers Weekly) #1
New York Times bestseller about a writer’s horrific
and haunting pseudonym. “I’m back...I’m back from
the dead and you don’t seem glad to see me at all,
you ungrateful son of a bitch.” After thirteen years of
international bestseller stardom with his works of
violent crime fiction, author George Stark is officially
declared dead—revealed by a national magazine to
have been killed at the hands of the man who
created him: the once well-regarded but now
obscure writer Thad Beaumont. Thad’s even gone
so far as to stage a mock burial of his wildly
successful pseudonym, complete with tombstone
and the epitaph “Not a Very Nice Guy.” Although on
the surface, it seems that Thad can finally
concentrate on his own novels, there’s a certain
unease at the prospect of leaving George Stark
behind. But that’s nothing compared to the horror
about to descend upon Thad’s new life. There are
the vicious, out-of-control nightmares, for starters.
And how is he able to explain the fact that everyone
connected to George Stark’s untimely demise is
now meeting a brutal end of their own in a pattern of
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homicidal savagery...and why each blood-soaked
crime scene has Thad’s fingerprints all over it? Thad
Beaumont may have once believed that George
Stark was running out of things to say, but he’s
going to find out just how wrong he is...
The #1 international-bestselling thriller that tells the
electrifying story of a police inspector and a former
criminal informant in a race against time as they
attempt to unravel past and present secrets. He
thought she was safe. Then the past came knocking.
Seventeen years ago, Criminal Inspector Ewert
Grens was called to the scene of a brutal crime. A
family had been murdered, and the only
survivor--and witness--was the five-year-old
daughter. The girl was placed in the witness
protection program, and the case went cold, but
years later, Grens is still haunted by the seemingly
random slaying, and the little girl who was spared.
So when he learns that the apartment where the
crime occurred is now the scene of a mysterious
break-in, Grens immediately fears that someone is
intent on silencing the only witness. He races to find
her...before they do. Meanwhile, someone in the
city's criminal underworld is executing weapons
smugglers, and has placed former police informant
Piet Hoffman's family in grave danger. He must
unravel the secret threat to his family, all while
keeping secrets of his own. Soon his hunt for
answers intertwines with Ewert's, and the two men
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find themselves in the middle of a criminal
conspiracy that is more complicated--and
dangerous--than they could have imagined.
Ben is a man on the edge and unless his life gets
back on track, he knows something very bad will
happen soon. He CA't control it; the rage controls
him
On a perfect summer afternoon in Wentworth, Ohio,
many of the citizens who live on Poplar street are
killed mysteriously and, at the center of the mystery,
is a young boy named Seth Garon whose
supernatural powers are just awakening. Reissue.
The Stephen King Companion provides a look inside
Stephen King's world. Fully illustrated with
photographs and artwork, the book is a detailed look
not only at Stephen King himself and his personal
life, but his professional life as a writer. FromCarrie
(1974) to Revival (2014), this book covers four
decades of King in print, as well as his juvenalia
output, starting at age nine when he attempted to get
a short story published, titled "Jhonathan and the
Witches." The cornerstone of any King library, this
book will appeal to veteran fans and new readers
alike, especially since his film/tv adaptations and
prolific output continue to bring new generations into
his fold.
Richard Bachman was Stephen Kings other writing
name for his non-supernatural work before he finally
hit it big with "Carrie." The manuscript of "Blaze" sat
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in a university library until King rewrote it decades
later.
Have you ever been bewildered in yoga class by the
terms the teacher uses? What is the deeper
meaning of these terms? How can you benefit by
knowing them? For passionate and curious yoga
students, The Language of Yoga offers the definitive
A-Y of asana names and Sanskrit terms (there is no
Z in Sanskrit!). This interactive set includes more
than 200 asanas with illustrated yoga postures and
300 Sanskrit definitions. Sanskrit scholar Nicolai
Bachman teaches you how to read and pronounce
these sacred sounds with precision, and guides you
through seven yoga chants with exact rhythm, tone,
and pronunciation. An indispensable reference guide
for any serious student of yoga.
Stephen King’s first collection of short stories
showcases the darkest depths of his brilliant
imagination and will "chill the cockles of many a
heart" (Chicago Tribune). Featuring “Jerusalem’s
Lot," the basis for the upcoming tv series
Chapelwaite. Here we see mutated rats gone bad
(“Graveyard Shift”); a cataclysmic virus that
threatens humanity (“Night Surf,” the basis for The
Stand); a possessed, evil lawnmower (“The
Lawnmower Man”); unsettling children from the
heartland (“Children of the Corn”); a smoker who
will try anything to stop (“Quitters, Inc.”); a reclusive
alcoholic who begins a gruesome transformation
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(“Gray Matter”); and many more shadows and
visions that will haunt you long after the last page is
turned.
The tie-in edition of the nine-part CBS All Access
series starring Whoopi Goldberg, Alexander
Skarsgard, and James Marsden. When a man
escapes from a biological testing facility, he sets in
motion a deadly domino effect, spreading a mutated
strain of the flu that will wipe out 99 percent of
humanity within a few weeks. The survivors who
remain are scared, bewildered, and in need of a
leader. Two emerge--Mother Abagail, the benevolent
108-year-old woman who urges them to build a
peaceful community in Boulder, Colorado; and
Randall Flagg, the nefarious "Dark Man," who
delights in chaos and violence. As the dark man and
the peaceful woman gather power, the survivors will
have to choose between them--and ultimately decide
the fate of all humanity.
An extensive anthology compiles eighty stories by
genre masters from H. P. Lovecraft to Stephen King,
in a volume that also provides a comprehensive
bibliography of vampire fiction.
Life on Poplar Street seems idyllic, but before the
sun sets on this summer day, the quiet Ohio suburb
will become a terrifying slaughterhouse.
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